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One of Arne Jacobsen’s very 

first Cylinda-line sketches 

was the AJ-teapot. After the 

sketches were completed, 

prototype models were made 

out of wood and it was up to the 

workshop to determine how to 

produce the design in stainless 

steel. The project took three 

years to complete. The handle 

was subsequently changed, 

however the rest of the design 

remains true to Jacobsen’s 

original sketches.

A simple drawing on a napkin during a family dinner. That was the starting point for 

one of Arne Jacobsen’s most iconic tableware designs: the Cylinda-line in stainless 

steel for Stelton. Based on his philosophy that ”Good design should be available 

for everyone”, the Cylinda-line was launched in 1967  after three intense years of 

developing the products along with new  methods of prod ucing in stainless steel. 

Today five decades later, the award-winning cocktail and table ware series has 

become the essence of Stelton’s design DNA. A choice that’s synonymous with 

sophistication, it adds a timeless element to any contemporary home —anywhere 

around the globe.

Endless love  
of colours
Cylinda-line 50th  Anniversary Edition
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” The primary factor is proportions. Next come the 
materials —not mixing the wrong materials. And 
out of this comes, of course, the colour—and seen 
all together—the overall impression.”  
Arne Jacobsen, 1968

Arne Jacobsen is one of the most recognised Danish architects world wide. 

 Un compromising in his approach, Jacobsen went beyond  architecture to design 

furniture, lighting and interiors, including all the details down to the door handles. 

It was part of his holistic approach to  designing a complete project in its entirety.

Lesser known is Arne Jacobsen’s immense passion for painting and his interest 

in  botan ical beauty. In fact, he designed numerous carpets and textiles which 

expressed his endless love of colours. Inspired by this other passion, Cylinda-line 

features selected items coated in beautifully coloured enamel to celebrate its 

50th  Anniversary. The strong silhouettes are enhanced by an array of soft colours: 

 ocean blue, dusty teal, powder and smokey blue.
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Untouched  
by time



Celebrating  
timeless classics
To celebrate the 50th anniversary of the Cylinda-line, we are launching 

this special Champagne Cooler, inspired by Arne Jacobsen’s original 

AJ wine cooler/ice bucket designed in 1969 as part of his Bar Set. The 

simple cylindrical shape makes for a striking silhouette in any interior. 

Add to that the subtle satin-finish and you have an enduring design 

that will continue to stand the test of time.



Untouched  
by time
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SPRING NEWS  
Welcoming the  
new members of  
the Stelton Family
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Simple, harmonious 
and pleasing design

The Concave vases boast simple, harmonious and pleasing design, and are beautiful 

both with and without flowers. The range comprises two vases that complement each 

other with a clean, timeless and modern silhouette to suit any home.

The Emma pitcher, made of stainless steel with a coated 

beechwood handle, calls to mind the classic Danish steel 

pitchers of the 1950s, reinterpreting these for today in a 

sculptural and classic design. The pitcher is an addition 

to the Emma collection, which already includes tea and 

coffee vacuum jugs, kettles and tableware.
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Emma 
electric 
kettle  
 designed 
to be 
seen

Perfect 
harmony

The Twin serving tray is a clean, simple and timeless design 

available in two sizes. The combination of slate inserted into 

wood makes Twin ideal for smaller hot dishes and for serving 

cheese and sausages. Use the tray for cutting and serving at 

the buffet or dining table. Available in two sizes M and L.
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Brilliant and  
yet so simple

The Circle water bottle has a pure and unique idiom that is 

both visually striking and tangible. There is a natural physical 

connection with the bottle, starting from the ergonomic grip 

provided by its twisted design. The Circle water bottle has a 

unique open/close function and is BPA- and phthalate-free.

Enjoy hot or cold drinks without spills when you’re on the move. 

Perfect for your favourite drink on the way to the office or while 

travelling. The To Go Click has a state-of-the art ”smart click” 

function that lets you open and close the cup easily. Drink from 

the full 360 degrees of the cup as if there were no lid . The cup is 

BPA- and phthalate-free. 

My keychain comes 

in a new petrol colour. 

The keychain helps you 

to keep all your keys in 

check. The steel ball 

has a strap that can be 

easily loosened to add or 

remove keys. It is  practical 

in size—being both 

 comfortable to hold and 

easy to find in your bag.
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The new Core thermo cup and bread tray 

are true classics, yet modern at the same 

time, and will look good in virtually any 

home. With its clean lines, the Core serie is 

ideal teamed with Stelton’s design classic, 

the EM77 vacuum jugs.

Welcome new bright colours sand, dusty green and light grey 

on the iconic EM77 designed by Erik Magnussen in 1977. The 

colours are inspired by Scandinavian evenings by the sea and 

sandy beaches with gentle summer breezes.

Iconic  
since 77

Perfect  
match
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AJ creamer  
0.15 L
Design: Arne Jacobsen 
art. no. 06-2

AJ ice bucket 
1 L - smokey blue
Design: Arne Jacobsen
art. no. 05-1-J-2

AJ coffee pot  
1.5 L
Design: Arne Jacobsen 
art. no. 01-2

AJ champagne cooler
Design: Arne Jacobsen
art. no. 05-5

AJ sugar bowl
Design: Arne Jacobsen 
art. no. 06-3

AJ salad bowl 
24 cm - ocean blue
Design: Arne Jacobsen
art. no. 022-1-J-1

AJ French press  
1 L
Design: Arne Jacobsen 
art. no. 01-3

AJ champagne cooler
ocean blue
Design: Arne Jacobsen 
art. no. 05-5-J-1

AJ serving tray
Design: Arne Jacobsen 
art. no. 014-2

AJ salad bowl 
24 cm - smokey blue
Design: Arne Jacobsen
art. no. 022-1-J-2

AJ tea pot  
1.25 L
Design: Arne Jacobsen 
art. no. 04-2

AJ cocktail shaker 
0.75 L - smokey blue
Design: Arne Jacobsen
art. no. 016-1-J-2 

AJ salt mill
Design: Arne Jacobsen 
art. no. 017-3

AJ creamer 
0.15 L - ocean blue
Design: Arne Jacobsen
art. no. 06-2-J-1 

AJ ice tongs
Design: Arne Jacobsen 
art. no. 015-1

AJ tea pot 
1.25 L - powder
Design: Arne Jacobsen
art. no. 04-2-J-3

AJ pepper mill
Design: Arne Jacobsen 
art. no. 017-1

AJ creamer 
0.15 L - dusty teal
Design: Arne Jacobsen
art. no. 06-2-J-4 

AJ salt & pepper set 
6.5 cm
Design: Arne Jacobsen 
art. no. 010-1

AJ creamer 
0.15 L - powder
Design: Arne Jacobsen
art. no. 06-2-J-3 

AJ coaster 6 pcs
Design: Arne Jacobsen 
art. no. 019-1

AJ sugar bowl 
0.20 L - ocean blue
Design: Arne Jacobsen
art. no. 06-3-J-1

AJ salad bowl 
24 cm
Design: Arne Jacobsen 
art. no. 022-1

AJ revolving ashtray (L)
Design: Arne Jacobsen 
L art. no. 09-2

AJ sugar bowl 
0.20 L - dusty teal
Design: Arne Jacobsen
art. no. 06-3-J-4 

AJ revolving ashtray (S)
Design: Arne Jacobsen 
S art. no. 09-1

AJ sugar bowl 
0.20 L - powder
Design: Arne Jacobsen
art. no. 06-3-J-3

AJ martini mixer with spoon
1 L
Design: Arne Jacobsen 
art. no. 020-1

AJ French press 
1 L - dusty teal
Design: Arne Jacobsen
art. no. 01-3-J-4

AJ cocktail shaker  
0.75 L
Design: Arne Jacobsen 
art. no. 016-1

AJ jug with icelip 
2 L - powder
Design: Arne Jacobsen
art. no. 03-3-J-3

AJ jug with icelip  
2 L
Design: Arne Jacobsen 
art. no. 03-3

AJ jug with icelip 
2 L - ocean blue
Design: Arne Jacobsen
art. no. 03-3-J-1

AJ ice bucket  
1 L
Design: Arne Jacobsen 
art. no. 05-1

AJ tea pot 
1.25 L - smokey blue
Design: Arne Jacobsen
art. no. 04-2-J-2

AJ ice bucket  
2.5 L
Design: Arne Jacobsen 
art. no. 05-2

AJ French press 
1 L - powder
Design: Arne Jacobsen
art. no. 01-3-J-3

AJ salad servers  
31 cm
Design: Arne Jacobsen 
art. no. 023-1

Concave vase
medium - sand
Design: Søren Refsgaard
art. no. x-140 

Concave vase
large - sand
Design: Søren Refsgaard
art. no. x-141

Core thermo cup, 2 pcs.
sand
Design: Søren Refsgaard
art. no. 1140

Core thermo cup, 2 pcs.
light grey
Design: Søren Refsgaard
art. no. 1140-1

Core thermo cup, 2 pcs.
dusty green
Design: Søren Refsgaard
art. no. 1140-2

Core bread tray
light grey
Design: Søren Refsgaard 
art. no. 1141

Emma pitcher 
2 L - blue
Design: HolmbäckNordentoft 
art. no. x-216 

Emma pitcher
2 L - grey
Design: HolmbäckNordentoft
art. no. x-216-1 

Emma electric kettle 
1.2 L - black
Design: HolmbäckNordentoft
art. no. x-210-2
art. no. x-210-2 UK

EM77 vacuum jug 
1 L - sand
Design: Erik Magnussen
art. no. 917 

EM77 vacuum jug 
1 L - light grey
Design: Erik Magnussen
art. no. 918 

EM77 vacuum jug 
1 L - dusty green
Design: Erik Magnussen 
art. no. 919 

EM77 vacuum jug 
0.5 L - light grey
Design: Erik Magnussen
art. no. 964 

EM French press 
1 L - anthracite
Design: Erik Magnussen
art. no. 816 

Twin serving tray
medium
Design: Maria Berntsen
art. no. 440 

Twin serving tray
large
Design: Maria Berntsen
art. no. 441 

To Go Click  
0.34 L / 0.20 L - soft sand
Design: Stelton  
art. no. 580-12  / 570-12 

To Go Click  
0.34 L / 0.20 L - soft light grey
Design: Stelton  
art. no. 580-13  / 570-13 

To Go Click  
0.34 L / 0.20 L - soft dusty green
Design: Stelton  
art. no. 580-14  / 570-14 

To Go Click  
0.34 L / 0.20 L - soft petrol
Design: Stelton  
art. no. 580-15  / 570-15 

Circle water bottle
0.5 L - light grey
Design: Maria Berntsen 
art. no. 220

My Keychain
petrol 
Design: Søren Refsgaard
art. no. 602-1 

Emma electric kettle 
1.2 L - white chalk
Design: HolmbäckNordentoft
art. no. x-210-3 
art. no. x-210-3 UK

Spring news 2017 Cylinda-line – 50th  Anniversary Edition

Cylinda-line  – Untouched by time
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Stelton is a Danish design company with strong roots in the Scandinavian  
design tradition. Characterised by a minimalist design style and high quality,  

Stelton has managed to capture the hearts of design lovers since the late 1960s. 

www.stelton.com

STELTON A/S  ·  Christianshavns Kanal 4  ·  DK 1406 Copenhagen K
+45 39 62 30 55  ·  stelton@stelton.dk


